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PRO.MAG LEVEL
A lightweight, easy to use tool for deter-
mining angles, the Pro-Mag Level has two

, cast-in 25-pound pull magnets that hold
' securely to any steel surÍace. The unit has
a 360-degree adjustable DSL with two
90-degree quadrants graduated in
2-112-degree increments. Also cast in are
tables used to convert degree-oÍ-angle to
rise-i n-i nches-per-foot or m i | | i meters-per-
meter. Agrooveon the bottom edge permits
use on a small pipe.

The Pro-Mag Level is 9 in. long, 2 in. high
and3l4 in. thick. lt is made from cast
aluminum.

The unit is ideal for pipefitter; welder, jig
builder or anyone who has to determine
angles or do setup work.

PRO.MAGLEVEL
0721-0007 SÍockNo.8

A built-in adjustable dial bubble protractor (1) ensures
accurate centerline location. A cast-in table (2) indicates
rise per foot in both inches and meters. A cast-in groove
(3) makes the level self centering on the contour of pipe.

DIAL.ANGLE.
FLANGE tEVEt
A versatile tool that can be used as a dial
degree utility levelo[ with attachments, Íor
two-holing Ílange alignment.

The unit is made of cast aluminum with a
protective housing containing an adjustable
DSL. lt is also fitted with a threaded, selÍ-
aligning conical spacer and conical nut
and bolt units for fastening the Level to a
pipe flange, One oÍ the nut and bolt units is
stationary while the other slides up to 5-1/2
in. along a slot in the level to accommodate
various flange bolt hole spacings from 2 to
5í/2 inches.

The body of the tool is 1/2-in. thick with a
machined surface. The level bubble is pro-
tected Írom weld splatter and breakage
with a built-in housing around the DSL.

D I AL-ANG LE.F LAN G E LEV EL
0721-0017 . Stock No. 20
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